To assess the possibility that NMDA receptors play a special role in visual cortical plasticity, the selective antagonist 2-amino&phosphonovaleric acid (APV) was continuously infused into the striate cortex of kittens as the visual environment was manipulated during the critical period. The cortex was studied using single-unit recording from sites between 3 and 6 mm from the infusion cannulae. The developing visual cortex presents a considerable challenge to students of experience-dependent synapse modification. The characteristic physiological response properties of neurons in the mature striate cortex-selectivity for the orientation of a bar of light and responsiveness to stimulation of either eye-both depend critically upon visual experience during early postnatal development. Accordingly, these properties may be modified by experimental manipulations of the visual environment during a postnatal period, which, in the cat, extends from 3 weeks to 3 months of age (Hubel and Wiesel, 1970) . For example, prolonged deprivation of visual patterns during the sensitive period by patching both eyes or by rearing animals in complete darkness nearly eliminates orientation selectivity and reduces visual responsiveness (Sherman and Spear, 1982; Fregnac and Imbert, 1984) . Binocular connections are modified after even very brief periods (1-2 days) of monocular deprivation (MD) as well as by optical misalignment of the 2 eyes (Wiesel and Hubel, 1965) . Can a single mechanism account for these varied experience-dependent synaptic modifications? Theoretical analyses over the past 2 decades have suggested that this could be the case, if synapses in the visual cortex modified according to variations upon a simple rule first proposed by Hebb in 1949 (Cooper, 1973; Stent, 1973; von der Malsburg, 1973; Bienenstock et al., 1982; Linsker, 1986) . According to its most general form, this hypothesis states that only those connections which participate in the activation of their postsynaptic target are retained and consolidated during development; ineffective inputs are lost. Modification of binocular connections offer a good example of how Hebb's rule could operate in the visual cortex. When the eyes are in optical alignment, the input signals arising from homotypic points in the 2 retinae impinge upon their cortical targets at the same time. The summation of this convergent input depolarizes the target neuron above some threshold and, according to Hebb's rule, these connections are strengthened. When the signals from the 2 eyes become asynchronous, such as after artificially induced squint (strabismus) or after patching one eye, the dominant input (that most effective in activating the target) is retained, while the nondominant input (that less effective in activating the neuron) is lost. Experimental tests of this hypothesis have involved attempts to manipulate the responses ofcortical neurons to input signals as one eye is deprived ofvision. For example, in one early series ofexperiments, kittens were presented with visual stimuli that created an imbalance in the presynaptic geniculocortical fiber activity from the 2 eyes but that were relatively ineffective in driving cortical neurons. Under these conditions, little shift in cortical ocular dominance towards the more active eye was observed (Singer et al., 1977; Singer, 1979, 1982) . More recently, Reiter and Stryker (1988) reported that active inputs failed to consolidate when postsynaptic activity was inhibited by infusing the GABA, receptor agonist muscimol into the cortex. In an effort to in-crease the probability that the activity conveyed along deprived eye afferents correlated with cortical activity, Ramoa et al. (1989) disinhibited the cortex by infusing low concentrations of the GABA, receptor antagonist bicuculline and found that the deprived eye inputs were retained in area 17. Finally, both Frtgnac et al. (1988) and Greuel et al. (1988) found in acute preparations that synaptic effectiveness could be changed by pairing retinal stimulation with the ionophoretic application ofsubstances which alter the postsynaptic response. Together, these results support the hypothesis that the coincidence of pre-and post-synaptic activity is a crucial variable for the maturation of synaptic strength during early postnatal development.
A question of extraordinary interest concerns the neural mechanisms which subserve "Hebbian" modification in the cerebral cortex. One strong candidate is the NMDA receptor mechanism (reviewed by Bear et al., 1987; Brown et al., 1989) . NMDA receptors are thought to coexist postsynaptically with other types of excitatory amino acid (EAA) receptors (Foster and Fagg, 1985) . Together, both NMDA and non-NMDA type EAA receptors mediate excitatory synaptic transmission in the kitten striate cortex (Tsumoto et al., 1986) . The ionic conductances activated by non-NMDA receptors at any instant depend only on the input activity and are independent of the postsynaptic membrane potential. However, the ionic channels linked to NMDA receptors are blocked with Mg*+ at the resting potential and become effective only upon membrane depolarization (Nowak et al., 1984; Mayer and Westbrook, 1987) . Another distinctive feature of the NMDA receptor channel is that it will conduct calcium ions (Dingledine, 1983; MacDermott et al., 1986) . Hence the passage of Caz+ through the NMDA channel could specifically signal when pre-and postsynaptic elements are concurrently active. The type of synaptic modification envisaged by Hebb could be explained if this Ca*+ signal were to lead to lasting biochemical or structural changes that increased synaptic efficacy.
The first indication that NMDA receptors might play a special role in regulating synaptic strength came from work on longterm potentiation (LTP) in the hippocampus. High-frequency electrical stimulation of several excitatory afferent pathways leads to a lasting increase in the effectiveness of the stimulated synapses both in vivo and in vitro (Bliss and Lomo, 1973; Andersen, 1987) . Induction of LTP with electrical stimulation requires the coactivation of converging excitatory afferents (McNaughton et al., 1978) and the depolarization ofthe postsynaptic target (Kelso et al., 1986) . A major advance came with the introduction of the selective NMDA receptor antagonist 2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid (APV; Watkins and Evans, 1981) . Collingridge et al. (1983) and Harris et al. (1984) found that APV application to hippocampal slices in vitro reliably blocked the induction of LTP in the CA1 region, even though it had little effect on the synaptic response to test stimuli. A current working hypothesis for the mechanism of LTP induction is that the synchronous tetanic activation of converging afferents depolarizes the target dendrite beyond the threshold for Ca2+ entry through gates linked to the NMDA receptor (Wigstrom and Gustafsson, 1985) . Elevated dendritic Ca*+ is thought to trigger the intracellular changes that lead to enhanced synaptic efficacy (Lynch et al., 1983; Lynch and Baudry, 1984; Malenka et al., 1988) .
Recent work has shown that synaptic potentiation also occurs in preparations of striate cortex in vitro (Artola and Singer, 1987; Berry et al., 1988; Komatsu et al., 1988; Perkins and Teyler, 1988) and that this depends on NMDA receptor activation both in rats (Artola and Singer, 1987; Kimura et al., 1988) and in kittens during the critical period (Conors and Bear, 1988) . These findings support the idea that NMDA receptors might play an important role in the modification of synaptic strength in the visual cortex during postnatal development. However, direct tests of this hypothesis require that NMDA receptors in the visual cortex be blocked in vivo at the same time that synaptic modifications are induced to occur. In this paper we describe experiments in which APV was continuously microperfused into kitten striate cortex as the visual environment was manipulated in various ways. Our results show that APV treatment disrupts the process of synaptic modification in a concentration-dependent manner. These findings support the hypothesis that NMDA receptors play a central role in the modification of visual cortical organization by sensory experience. Some of the data presented here have been reported previously in brief form (Kleinschmidt et al., 1987; Gu et al., 1989) .
Materials and Methods
Experimental design. The object of our experiments was to block NMDA receptors in area 17 as visual experience was manipulated during the critical period. Miniature osmotic pumps (ALZA 2001) were used to deliver D,L-APV dissolved in sterile saline to striate cortex via a chronically implanted stainless steel cannula fashioned from a 27 gauge hypodermic needle. The rate of infusion was 1 rllhr, and the duration in most cases was 7 d. After this treatment, the striate cortex was assayed for deficits in experience-dependent development using standard physiological recording methods (Fig. 1 ).
There are a number of limitations to this minipump strategy. The most severe are that (1) the chronic implantation of cannulae and continual infusion characteristically lead to cortical lesions that can measure l-2 mm in diameter (see Paradiso et al., 1983) and (2) the concentration of an infused drug falls off exponentially with increasing distance away from the cannula (see Kasamatsu et al., 198 1) . Thus, the region of cortex used for physiological recording must be far enough away from the infusion site to avoid damaged tissue, yet be close enough to have been treated with a concentration of APV which is adequate to block NMDA receptors. We usually studied a sample area that extended from 3-6 mm from the infusion cannula (Fig. 1) . In order to achieve a steadystate extracellular concentration of APV of approximately 20-200 PM in this sample area (the concentration range which reliably and selectively blocks induction of LTP in hippocampus and neocortex in vitro), we chose an APV concentration in the minipump of 5-50 mM (yielding an infusion rate of 5-50 nmol/hr). Previous measurements of the spatial distribution of several drugs infused into the striate cortex via ALZA 2001 minipumps had shown a 500-fold dilution bv 3 mm (see Kasamatsu et al., 1981) . Our own measurements of 'I-I--D,L-APV revealed that the concentration at 3-6 mm is approximately 200 PM after 4 d of infusion at 50 nmol/hr (see Results). Although APV is generally considered to be a potent and highly selective NMDA receptor antagonist (Watkins and Evans, 198 l) , we are obliged to acknowledge at the outset that it is possible that our results could be explained by an unknown action of D-APV that is independent of its effects at NMDA receptors.
An additional potentially confounding variable with minipump experiments is that drugs may not be stable in solution at 38°C for extended periods of time (see Haycock and Bear, 1984) . We addressed this question by studying the effectiveness of APV which had been maintained at 38°C for 7 d in blocking responses in vitro that are dependent on NMDA receptors (Artola and Singer, 1987) . The results of this test indicated that APV remains a potent and selective NMDA receptor antagonist throughout the period of minipump infusion.
Minipump implantation procedure. Kittens between 3 and 5 weeks of age were anesthetized with a ketamine-xylazine mixture i.m. and placed in a stereotaxic frame. Minipumps, connected with polyethylene tubing to stainless steel cannulae, were implanted bilaterally beneath the skin of the neck. In most cases, one pump was filled with D,L-APV dissolved in sterile saline and the other pump was filled with saline alone. In this way, the saline-infused hemispheres served as internal controls. In 2 additional control experiments, we used the pharmacologically inactive L stereoisomer of APV.
Small uurr holes were made in the skull approximately 5 mm posterior to the interaural line and lateral -1.5 mm from the midline. Through these holes, the 27 gauge bevelled cannulae were lowered into the cortex with the aid of a micromanipulator.
The needle tips were inserted 2 mm below the dura and secured to the skull with dental cement. To ensure proper adhesion, the surface of the skull was wiped with ether prior to applying the cement. After the dental acrylic had hardened, the scalp was sutured closed. When the experiment called for simultaneous MD and APV treatment (Fig. 1, A-C, E, F) , the margins of the right eyelid were then trimmed and sutured closed. The animals were monitored closely over the subsequent week(s), and local or systemic antibiotics were given if necessary.
Physiological recordings. In order to assay for changes in the physiological organization of striate cortex, the animals were anesthetized, paralyzed, and prepared for routine physiological recording from neurons in area 17. In most cases (Fig. 1, A-D, F) , the cannulae and minipumps were removed prior to recording. A detailed description of the preparation may be found elsewhere (Greuel et al., 1987) . During the recording session, the kittens were artificially respired on 70% nitrous oxide and 30% oxygen, and received a continuous intravenous infusion of Nembutal (2 mg/kg/hr) and Imbretil (1 mg/kg/hr) in Ringer's solution. The EEG, ECG, and expired CO, were monitored continuously, and body temperature maintained at 37.5"C. To compensate for the loss of fluid, the kittens were infused with a glucose-Ringer solution through an orally inserted gastric catheter.
In most cases (Fig. 1 , A-D, F), single units were recorded from area 17 with micropipettes filled with 1.5 M potassium citrate (impedance -15 Mfi). Several long electrode penetrations, angled obliquely, were made down the medial bank of the postlateral gyrus through the area centralis representation, usually 3-6 mm anterior to the position of the infusion cannula. Receptive fields were analyzed by projecting onto a tangent screen hand-held light stimuli consisting of slits whose length, width, and orientation could be varied.
Classification of recorded units and data analysis. Each unit encountered along an electrode track was carefully classified, using strict criteria, for ocular dominance (OD), orientation selectivity (SEL) and response quality (RQ). Neurons assigned to OD categories 1 and 5 were activated by either the right or left eyes, respectively, but not both. Neurons assigned to OD category 3 were activated equally strongly by stimulation of either eye. Cells in OD categories 2 and 4 were binocular, but their responses were clearly dominated by either the right or left eyes, respectively.
Orientation selectivity was assessed by passing light bars of various orientations across the receptive field. Units that responded to all orientations, without any clear preference, were assigned to SEL category 1. Neurons in SEL category 2 also responded to all orientations, but certain orientations yielded responses that were clearly greater (22 X) than others. Cells for which certain orientations produced no response were grouped in SEL category 3. Unoriented visual stimuli were also used to distinguish orientation from direction selectivity.
RQ is a subjective assessment of the vigor and reliability of neuronal responses to light and has proved to be a useful measure in studies of developmental plasticity. Neurons in RQ category 3 respond reliably and briskly in every trial. Neurons in RQ category 2 show some response variability from trial to trial, but their receptive fields are still easily defined with hand mapping. Cells assigned to RQ category 1 respond only sluggishly to light, do not respond in every trial, and often require computer averaging to accurately map their receptive fields. In addition, neurons for which no receptive field can be identified are recorded as "unclassifiable," or U. For each hemisphere in which ~20 units were recorded, the OD, SEL, and RQ data were used to calculate quantitative indices that were utilized for statistical comparisons between experimental groups. The Open Eye Dominance (OED) index is the number of cells in OD category 5 plus 0.5 x the number of cells in OD category 4 divided by the total number of classifiable cells. The Binocularity (B) index is the number of cells in OD categories 24 divided by the total number of classifiable neurons. The Orientation Selectivity and Response Quality indices are the number of cells in SEL and RQ category 3, respectively, divided by the total number of classifiable units (the RQ ratings of responses to dominant eye stimulation are used to calculate the RQ index). A l-way analysis of variance was used to evaluate the differences between groups. p < 0.05 was considered a significant difference.
Tests of visual responsiveness during APV infusion. In one experimental series ( Fig. 1 E) , we set out to determine the overt effects of APV on visual responsiveness as it is infused by minipump at 50 nmol/hr. The object was to map the percentage of visually responsive cells as a function of distance away from the infusion cannula. To facilitate mapping, in most of these experiments we used low-impedance platinumiridium electrodes which generally sampled multiunit activity. Glued to the electrode was a 7-barreled microionophoresis pipette which allowed us to activate otherwise silent neurons with glutamate or NMDA (0.1 and 0.05 M, respectively, pH -8). A balance barrel contained saline. Drugs were retained with +5 nA of current and passed with currents ranging from -5 to -200 nA. In these mapping experiments, data were collected at 100 pm intervals along each electrode track. Several 2-mmlong electrode penetrations were made at varying distances from the infusion cannula.
Estimates of tissue drug concentrations using jH-APV. In an effort to determine the spatial distribution of the drug during infusion, pumps were filled with 50 mM APV containina 2.5 uCi of 'H-APV (Tocris Neuramin). After 4 d of infusion, the animal was deeply anesthetized, the brain exposed, and the striate cortex frozen in situ with liquid nitrogen. A block of area 17 was allowed to thaw slightly and 500~pm-thick slices were rapidly prepared using a McIlwain tissue chopper. Each slice was put in 1 ml of water and sonicated. Half of the sonicate was analyzed for protein content using the method of Bradford (1976) . The protein content of each slice was used to calculate the tissue wet weight. Scintiverse, 4 ml, was added to the remaining 0.5 ml of sonicate, and the radioactivity measured using a liquid scintillation counter. Knowing the specific activity of the radioactive APV solution, it was then possible to calculate the nmol APV/mg tissue at each distance away from the cannula.
A fraction of the 'H-APV measured in the tissue is free in the extracellular space, a fraction is bound specifically to NMDA receptors, and a fraction is bound unspecifically to membranes. In addition, it is possible that some 'H is sequestered intracellularly. In order to estimate the extracellular concentration of APV from our measures of nmol APV/ mg, we devised an experiment in which slices of visual cortex were maintained in vitro at 37°C in continuously oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (120 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl,, 1 mM CaCl,, 10 mM D-glucose, 20 mM HEPES adjusted to pH 7.40 at 37°C with NaOH) containing known concentrations of 'H-APV. After various times, the slices were rapidly filtered to remove the incubation medium and prepared as described above to measure the nmol APV/mg tissue. This allowed us to construct a standard curve from which we were able to calculate the extracellular concentration of APV from our measures of tissue APV content.
Histology. At the end of each physiological recording session, the animal was given an overdose of Nembutal and perfused through the ascending aorta with 4% formalin. The brain was removed, cryoprotected, and sectioned on a freezing microtome at 50 pm in either the coronal or parasagittal planes. These sections were mounted onto microscope slides and stained for Nissl substance with cresyl violet acetate. Most cases were examined to assess the extent of the lesion caused by the infusion cannulae and to recover electrode tracks when possible.
Results
Eflects of monocular deprivation on striate cortex infused with with the ocular dominance shift that normally results from 1 week of MD during the critical period. Normally reared kittens were monocularly deprived by lid suture and implanted with minipumps that were filled with 5 or 50 mM D,L-APV (Fig. 1, A, B) . After 1 week, the pumps were removed and the striate cortex was assayed for changes in its physiological organization.
The results of 5 cases in which the minipumps contained 5 mM APV (Table 1 , experiment A) are summarized in Figure 2 . In a zone of cortex extending from 2 to 6 mm from the site of APV infusion, we found that many neurons displayed response properties that are expected from a monocularly deprived, but otherwise normal, kitten: tight orientation tuning and ocular SAMPLE Figure 1 . Top, Schematic illustration of a midsagittal view of a kitten brain to show area 17 (lightly stippled). Indicated is the approximate location of the infusion cannula through which APV was infused into the cortex. The region of striate cortex studied using single-unit recording (Sample Area) extended from approximately 3 to 6 mm from the site ofinfusion. Bottom, Chart to illustrate the various manipulations of visual experience and the type of drug treatment. Open bars represent time when the indicated eye (IY., left eye; R, right eye) received normal patterned visiotqjilled bars represent time when the eye was deprived of vision. Thick horizontal lines indicate the duration and rate of APV infusion into area 17. The time (age) scale is indicated at the bottom of the chart (P7, postnatal day 7, the time of natural eye opening). N refers to the number of APV-treated hemispheres studied in each experimental group. Refer to Table 1 When the OD ofall recorded neurons are pooled and APV-treated and control hemispheres compared, a small but significant difference is observed in the ocular dominance shift towards the nondeprived eye (Fig. 2, A and 2) are considered separately (Fig. 3, A, B) , it becomes clear that this population was unaffected by the monocular visual experience.
Another difference that was noted between APV-treated and control hemispheres in these experiments was a slight loss of RQ (Fig. 2, C, D) . However, there was no clear relationship between reduced visual responsiveness and retention of binocular connections (Fig. 3, C, D) . In addition, it should be noted 
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GBSl.5 Experiments A-F are schematically illustrated in Figure 1 . Experiment G was identical to B except L-APV was infused into area 17 instead of D,L-APV. Experiment H was identical to B except that the subjects were adults. "Treatment" refers to the compound, if any, infused into area 17 at a rate of 1 al/hr. Manipulations of visual experience, durations of intracortical infusion, and concentrations of APV are indicated in Figure 1 . N refers to the number of neurons studied in each hemisphere. OED and B refer to the open-eye-dominance and binocularity indices, respectively, and are defined in the Materials and Methods. Values for OED and B are listed wherever it is appropriate. ~1 A pilot study using a single tangential electrode penetration. Data not included in Figures 10 and 11 . h This kitten was not monocularly deprived. " Iontophoresis was not used in these hemispheres. Data not included in Figure 10 . Ocular Dominance that there was no significant difference in the percentage of visually unclassifiable cells between experimental and control groups (Fig. 2) . In one animal whose visual cortex was infused with 5 mM APV (KBS 169, a total of 80 single units was studied over a 48 hr period. The OD, SEL, and RQ in this case showed all the trends that were evident in the experimental group considered as a whole: an unusually large fraction of binocularly activated units that were untuned for stimulus orientation and a slight reduction in the overall RQ (Fig. 4) . In this case, as in the others, the minipumps and infusion cannulae had been removed approximately 2 hr prior to the onset of recording from area 17. However, because of the length of the recording session in this experiment, it was possible to compare data obtained within 12 hr of pump removal when APV might still be present in the tissue, with those collected more than 1.5 d after pump removal when the NMDA receptor blockade has presumably been lifted completely. This comparison revealed no systematic differences in the occurrence of binocularly activated neurons lacking orientation selectivity, confirming that the consequences of APV treatment on the physiological organization of striate cortex outlast the presence of the drug.
One of the peculiar findings in the experiments utilizing a minipump concentration of 5 mM was that units with abnormal binocular receptive fields were found on the same electrode 1 B.
Ocular Dominance tracks as neurons with normal monocular fields. This occurred even very close to the site of infusion (l-2 mm anterior). When the data collected along single electrode tracks were analyzed with respect to electrode depth, it seemed as if the abnormal units (those that are relatively unselective and binocular) occurred mainly in superficial layers. Unfortunately, because we recorded with potassium citrate-filled pipettes, we were unable to recover the electrode tracks histologically. Nonetheless, the data are suggestive that at this concentration of APV, certain cortical layers may be more susceptible than others. This question requires further study.
Having observed the slight but significant reduction in the OD shift in hemispheres treated with APV at 5 nmol/hr, we naturally wondered if OD plasticity would be completely arrested if the drug concentration was increased. Therefore, the experiment was repeated with a 1 O-fold higher APV concentration (Fig. 1 B) . The same effects that were evident with the lower APV concentration were observed in these cases, only now they occurred in the large majority of recorded neurons. Most units had poorly oriented, binocular receptive fields (Fig. 5, A, B) . In addition, there was a substantial decrease in the RQ of most cells, and there were more units that were visually unclassifiable (Fig. 5, C, D) . Again, however, an ocular dominance shift still appeared to have occurred among the small fraction of orientation tuned (SEL = 3) units (Fig. 5, A, B) . There was no such (Fig. 6, A, B) . Likewise, there is a marked dose-dependent change in the SEL index (Fig. 6C) . The decrease in the RQ index with increasing APV concentration is comparatively mild and does not achieve statistical significance until 50 mM (Fig. 60) . As shown in Figure 7 , there is a striking linear relationship between the loss of SEL and the decrease in OED with increasing APV concentrations. There is not a comparable relationship between the RQ index and OED, suggesting that the preservation of binocularity is not a direct consequence of decreased RQ in these experiments. On the other hand, the loss of SEL and the preservation ofbinocular connections do appear to be closely associated.
Other manipulations of visual experience during 50 m,u APV infusion The changes observed in the physiological organization of striate cortex after MD reflect mainly the functional disconnection of synapses subserving the deprived eye. Our results indicate that this process is disrupted by APV. The previous experiments do not, however, address the question of whether the processes of synaptic strengthening or consolidation are also sensitive to NMDA receptor blockade in the visual cortex. In order to address this question, we designed experiments to reveal increases in the synaptic effectiveness of inputs from one eye in normal and APV-treated striate cortex.
In the first experiment, kittens were reared in complete darkness prior to monocular visual exposure (ME). Area 17 neurons in dark-reared kittens are poorly responsive to light stimuli, and the large majority are untuned for stimulus orientation. However, upon subsequent normal patterned visual experience, visual responsiveness and SEL rapidly mature (Fregnac and Imbert, 1984) . To test whether this process is dependent on NMDA receptors, dark-reared kittens were given 1 week of monocular visual experience as striate cortex in one hemisphere was infused with APV at 50 nmol/hr (Fig. lc) .
The pooled results from 2 kittens (Table 1 , experiment C) are illustrated in Figure 8 . The recordings in the control hemispheres confirmed that visual responsiveness to stimulation of the experienced eye does increase markedly, as does SEL, after 7 d of contour vision. However, the units in the APV-treated hemispheres resembled those typical of striate cortex in visually naive, dark-reared animals. There were many unclassifiable cells, and those that could be classified were usually binocular and demonstrated poor RQ and SEL (Fig. 8A) Figure 4 . A, OD histogram of the 7 1 classifiable cells recorded in the striate cortex of animal KBS165L that had been infused with APV at 5 nmol/hr for 1 week coincident with monocular deprivation. B, OD histogram compiled from data collected on the first electrode track of case KBS165L, within 12 hr of removing the APV-containing minipump. C, OD histogram compiled from the fourth electrode penetration, more than 32 hr after removal of the minipump. In all cases, there is an unusually large fraction of neurons with binocular, unoriented receptive fields.
that the acquisition of neuronal selectivity and responsiveness is completely blocked by APV treatment.
Another way to demonstrate increases in synaptic effectiveness in the visual cortex is to open the deprived eye after 7 d of MD and to suture the lids of the formerly nondeprived eye. After 1 week of "reverse suture" (RS), the formerly deprived eye completely recovers the ability to drive units in the visual cortex, while the newly deprived eye functionally disconnects (Blakemore and Van Sluyters, 1974; Rauschecker and Singer, 1979) . To assess whether this process of functional recovery is sensitive to NMDA receptor blockade, in 3 kittens the striate cortex of one hemisphere was infused with APV at 50 nmol/hr during a period of RS (Fig. 1D) .
The results of these RS experiments (Table 1 , experiment D) are summarized in Figure 9 . In the control hemispheres, most neurons were tuned for stimulus orientation, and responsive only to stimulation of the recently open eye. In contrast, the newly opened eye failed to dominate the responses of most neurons in the APV-infused hemispheres; the majority of neurons were still responsive to the formerly open eye. There was also a large increase in the fraction of neurons that were untuned for stimulus orientation (Fig. 9A) . The neurons in cortex treated with APV during RS differed from those recorded in the previous MD experiments (Fig. 5 ) in that their response quality was usually lower (RQ index = 0.31 + 0.10 for RS vs 0.47 ? 0.06 for MD) and there were many more unclassifiable neurons (30% in RS experiments vs 15% in MD experiments). Decreased responsiveness would be expected if the RS led to a weakening of some inputs from the newly closed eye without a concomitant increase in the strength of inputs from the newly opened eye. Taken together, the results of these experiments are consistent with the idea that APV infusion interferes with the process of experience-dependent synaptic strengthening in striate cortex.
Recordings during 50 m,u APV infusion
Increasing evidence indicates that NMDA receptors contribute importantly to the excitatory synaptic responses of cortical neurons to visual stimulation (Tsumoto et al., 1987; Fox et al., 1989; Miller et al., 1989) . In a pilot study we investigated the effects of APV iontophoresis on the neuronal responses evoked by NMDA, glutamate and visual stimulation (Kleinschmidt et al., 1987) . In agreement with Tsumoto et al. (1987) , we found that APV frequently reduced, but never eliminated, the neuronal responses to retinal stimulation. In addition, APV iontophoresis did not alter direction or orientation selectivity. However, these experiments could not assess the degree to which APV infusion blocks light-evoked responses in our sample zone in area 17. To address this question, kittens were implanted with minipumps containing 50 mM APV and, 2 d later, recordings were made in area 17 with the pumps and infusion cannulae left in place (Fig. 1E) . In most cases, the animals had also been monocularly deprived at the time of minipump implantation ( Table  1 , experiment E). Recordings usually were made with a Pt-Ir electrode with a 7-barreled microionophoresis pipette attached (Table 1) . Phoresis barrels were filled with glutamate and NMDA so that we could activate otherwise silent neurons (see Materials and Methods).
The results of this experiment are illustrated in Figure 10 . At distances ~2.5 mm from the cannula, we recorded from 38 sites along 4 electrode tracks in 2 hemispheres (GBS2.5L and GBS2.9L, Table 1 ). In this zone, approximately half of the neurons which could be activated by application of glutamate were APV (50 nmol per hour) -U 1 2 3 4 5 U 1 Ocular Dominance unresponsive to light stimuli. In addition, the visually responsive units had a generally poor response quality.
Between 3 and 6 mm from the APV infusion cannula, we collected data from 88 sites along 7 electrode tracks in 4 hemispheres (GBS2.5L, 2.7L, 2.7R, 2.9L, Table 1 ). The multiunit activity at 86% of these sites was driven by visual stimuli. This value does not differ significantly from the percentage of visually classifiable neurons recorded in the control hemispheres in this study (89 f 8%; mean f SD, n = 15). From these results, we conclude that although visual responsiveness is clearly suppressed, particularly within 3 mm of the infusion cannula, the large majority of neurons in our sample zone (between 3 and 6 mm; see Fig. 1 ) are responsive to light during APV infusion at 50 nmol/hr.
Because one eyelid had been sutured closed in most cases (Table 1 , experiment E), we also had the opportunity to study changes in ocular dominance in both saline-infused and APVtreated hemispheres after only 48 hr of MD (Fig. 11) . A strong ocular dominance shift toward the open eye was already evident in the 2 control hemispheres studied (Fig. 1 1C) . However, we were surprised to find that a majority of units in the 4 APVtreated hemispheres were dominated by inputs from the deprived eye. When these units were analyzed as a function of distance from the cannula, it became clear that this "reverse shift" toward the deprived eye had occurred mainly in the region close to the site of infusion (Fig. 11A) . Thus, it appears that high local concentrations of APV near the infusion cannula may promote a functional disconnection of the more active input, at least after 2 d of MD.
Other controls for specijicity of APV effects
The fact that a normal percentage of neurons was responsive to light in the sample zone during infusion of 50 mM APV suggests that the drug concentrations were in a range where they were selective for NMDA receptors (Tsumoto et al., 1987) . However, we performed several additional experiments and analyses to address the following questions concerning the specificity of the observed APV effects: In all groups, the infusion was coincident with 1 week of monocular deprivation ( Fig. 1 A, B) . One-way analysis of variance confirms that the APVtreated groups differ significantly from control for all indices with the exception of the RQ index of the 5 mM APV group. (Table 1 , experiment G) revealed that intracortical infusion of 50 mM L-APV had no effect on the cortical response to a week of MD. Most neurons were clearly dominated by the nondeprived eye, and the large majority were orientation selective. These results indicate that the effects observed after infusion of D,L-APV are likely due to an action of the D-stereoisomer. This result would be expected if the observed effects of D,L-APV were due specifically to the blockade of NMDA receptors because the D form has an approximately 1 OO-fold greater affinity for the receptor than does the L form (Watkins and Evans, 198 1) . Does chronic APV infusion disrupt receptive field organization in adult area I7? The results obtained in kittens suggest that APV infusion disrupts both the maintenance and modification of neuronal response properties during the critical period. These properties can also be disrupted by environmental deprivation during this period, but not in adulthood. In order to address the question of whether the APV effects are also limited to the plastic period, 2 adult cats were monocularly deprived and their striate cortex infused with 50 mM APV for 1 week (Table 1, Recordings were made as usual, after removing the pumps and infusion cannulae. These experiments revealed no systematic differences between the APV-and saline-infused hemispheres. Most neurons were vigorously responsive to light, binocular, and sharply tuned for stimulus orientation. Thus, it appears that chronic APV infusion disrupts receptive field organization only during the critical period for experience-dependent synaptic modifications.
Are the eflects ofAPV infusion caused by permanent structural damage to cortex? There is no denying that infusion of substances into the cortex at 1 wl/hr for 1 week through chronically implanted cannulae can lead to a sizable region of necrosis. However, this seems to occur regardless of the actual drug used. As Paradiso et al. (1983) have reported, we found that lesions as large as 3 mm in diameter occur in tissue infused only with saline. Inspection of the histology in APV-treated hemispheres revealed no systematic differences in the size of this lesion as compared with control. Furthermore, examination of the sample zone between 3 and 6 mm from the cannulae in Nissl-stained sections did not uncover any gross abnormalities in the cytoarchitecture of striate cortex treated with APV. Nonetheless, the claim has been made that 50 mM APV infusion can destroy neurons in striate cortex as far away as our sample zone (Rauschecker, personal communication). In order to assess whether such an effect might have contributed to our results, we performed an analysis of the frequency of sampling single units in tissue infused with saline, 5 mM APV, and 50 mM APV. The distances between successively recorded units were calculated for each penetration in each experiment, and these values assigned to 50 pm bins. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 12 . The differences between experimental groups are not statistically significant. This suggests that neuronal density in the region of cortex which we sampled is not decreased signif-A. icantly as a consequence of APV infusion. This agrees with cell counts which showed no difference between APV-and salineinfused hemispheres up to 4 mm from the border of the necrosis (Gu et al., 1989) . Still, the data clearly indicate that infusion of 50 mM APV into striate cortex during the critical period increases the percentage of unclassifiable neurons and decreases the RQ of many cells with visual receptive fields. Analysis of RQ in 2 kittens (Table 1, experiment F) that were allowed 3 d to recover from APV infusion (Fig. 1F) showed that neuronal response quality can return to normal levels after cessation of drug treatment (Fig. 13) . This makes it unlikely that the decreased visual responsiveness observed in APV-treated cortex results from neuronal degeneration or other permanent structural damage.
Is the extracellular concentration of APV in the sample zone in a range considered to be efective for blocking synaptic modifications in vitro? In order to assess the spatial distribution of APV during intracortical infusion, we infused 3H-APV at a rate of 50 nmol/hr for 4 d into 4 hemispheres. The brains were frozen in situ and the lateral gyri dissected. 3H-APV was measured in coronal slices of area 17 and expressed as nmol APV/mg tissue, wet weight (see Materials and Methods). In the region of striate cortex between 3 and 6 mm from the cannula, the tissue APV content ranged from 1.06 f 0.26 to 0.55 + 0.07 (mean ? SEM) nmol APV/mg tissue.
The measured APV content of the tissue reflects free APV in the extracellular fluid, APV specifically bound to NMDA receptors, nonspecific binding of APV to membranes, and possibly the internalization of some APV. The measure of interest is the extracellular concentration because data from in vitro slice experiments indicate that APV concentrations in the range of -100 PM block NMDA receptor mediated EPSP components without affecting the non-NMDA receptor mediated EPSP in adult rat visual cortex (Artola and Singer, 1987) . We therefore measured the accumulation of APV by living slices of visual cortex soaked in known concentrations of 'H-APV. Figure 14A shows the accumulation of APV by slices incubated in 150 PM APV for various times. The tissue content of APV becomes asymptotic at times L 18 hr, when it measures 0.59 f 0.03 nmol/mg tissue. As shown in Figure 14B , nmol APV/mg tissue at I 18 hr is linear with respect to extracellular (bath) APV Figure 9 . In this experiment, the right eyelids of 3 kittens were sutured closed at about 4 weeks of age. One week later, ,s 5 these lids were opened, and the left eyelids closed. At this time, minipumps were implanted that infused 50 mM APV 2 into one hemisphere and saline into the 5 other. After 1 week, the cortex was assayed for changes in ocular dominance 10 and selectivity (see Fig. 1D ). A, OD histogram of units in the APV-treated hemispheres. The OD category representing units responsive to the most recently deprived eye is indicated by the filled circle (category 5). B, OD histo- concentration up to 500 MM. From these data, it was possible to convert our measures of tissue APV content as a function of distance from the cannula into specific extracellular concentrations. These results are shown in Figure 14C . This calculation yields a concentration range of 150-250 PM in the sample zone c 0 1 2 3 4 5
Control
Distance from infusion cannula (mm) Figure 10 . Plot indicating the percentage of loci with visually responsive units at different distances from the infusion cannula. Each point was calculated from data collected along a single electrode track. The data were collected from 4 hemispheres in 3 kittens (GBS2.5, 2.7, 2.9; see Table 1 ). The lightly stippledarea shows the usual neurophysiological sample zone. Recordings were made as APV was infused at 50 nmoI/ hr, on the third day of infusion (see Fig. 1E ). Glued to the recording electrode was a 7-barreled microionophoresis pipette which was used to apply glutamate or NMDA to activate otherwise silent units. The point labeled "control" is the mean (*SD) percentage of visually responsive neurons in 15 control hemispheres. between 3 and 6 mm from the cannula when 50 mM APV is infused.
Discussion
The results of these experiments indicate that intracortical infusion of D,L-APV for 1 week during the critical period gradually disrupts the response properties of visual cortical neurons in a concentration-dependent fashion and makes them resistant to the effects of manipulating the visual environment.
Mechanism of APV action on visual cortical plasticity
There are several reasons to believe that the effects of APV infusion are due specifically to the blockade of cortical NMDA receptors. First, the effects depend on the presence of the pharmacologically active D-stereoisomer of APV because infusion of L-APV was without effect. Second, our calculations indicate that statistically significant effects of APV infusion can be observed with intracortical concentrations as low as -20 I.LM (with a minipump concentration of 5 mM). The ocular dominance shift after MD was almost completely blocked with APV concentrations of -200 PM (with a minipUmp concentration of 50 mM). These are concentrations used in slices of visual cortex and hippocampus to provide a selective blockade of NMDA receptors (Harris et al., 1984; Artola and Singer, 1987) . Third, recordings during 50 mM APV infusion reveal a normal percentage of neurons with visual receptive fields at distances greater than 3 mm from the cannula (Fig. 10) . This result would not be expected if both NMDA and non-NMDA EAA receptors were blocked at these sites (Tsumoto et al., 1987 ). An experiment by Miller et al. (1989) also supports the notion that intracortical infusion of APV provides a selective blockade of the NMDA subtype of EAA receptor. They studied visual responsiveness and sensitivity to ionophoretically applied NMDA and kainate in the adult visual cortex during infusion of 50 mM D,L-APV. They find that after 1 d of infusion, -85% of recorded sites show reliable visual responses at distances ~4 mm from the infusion cannula. However, in addition, they report that the activation threshold for kainate is unaffected by the APV treatment, even within 2 mm of the cannula. Taken together, the The Journal of Neuroscience, March 1990, fO(3) 921 OCULAR DOMINANCE Figure 11 . OD histograms compiled from units recorded on the third day of an APV infusion into area 17 that was coincident with MD (see Fig.  1E ). These data were collected from 6 hemispheres in 3 kittens (GBS2.7, 2.9,2.10; Table 1 ). A, Units recorded 53 mm from the infusion cannula. B, Units recorded >3 and 56 mm from the infusion cannula. C, Units recorded in 2 control hemispheres. In all histograms, units that were activated exclusively by stimulation of the nondeprived eye are in OD category 5. Of the 68 visually responsive units studied 53 mm from the APV infusion cannula in 3 hemispheres, only 1 was assigned to OD category 5; the majority of cells were dominated by input from the deprived eye.
data indicate that the effects we observe are due to the selective blockade of visual cortical NMDA receptors during the critical period.
How does the chronic blockade of NMDA receptors result in the apparent disruption of synaptic modification in area 17?
The average response quality of visual cortical neurons is decreased both during and after infusion of 50 mM APV. Similar observations by Rauschecker (personal communication) have led him to suggest that chronic NMDA receptor blockade actually leads to neuronal cell death in the neurophysiological sample zone. As previously reported by Paradiso et al. (1983) we find that intracortical infusion leads to a substantial lesion in the cortex that will occur with saline alone. Inspection of the histology in our cases has revealed no systematic differences in the size of this lesion, or in the cytoarchitecture of the sample zone, between APV-treated and control hemispheres (see also Gu et al., 1989) . Furthermore, although the data clearly show that the response quality is diminished in the cortex treated with 50 mM APV (Figs. 5,6 ), there does not appear to be a significant reduction in the frequency of sampling neurons with our electrodes (Fig. 12) , and the decrease in RQ evidently is not irreversible (Fig. 13) . Finally, statistically significant effects on SEL and OD are observed after infusion of 5 mM APV, which does not significantly increase the percentage ofvisually unclassifiable or poorly responsive neurons (Figs. 2,6 ). Therefore, we conclude that dramatic changes in the physiological organization of striate cortex can be induced by APV treatment in the absence of overt neurotoxicity.
NA4DA receptor blockade vs cortical activity blockade We have shown that APV infusion disrupts OD plasticity in locations where a normal percentage of cortical neurons are visually responsive (Figs. 10, 1 l) .' Hence, these results may be ' Recently, Miller et al. (1989) have shown that infusion of 50 rn~ APV into adult visual cortex can profoundly suppress visual responses at sites close to the distinguished from those of other studies that caused gross disturbances of cortical activity (Shaw and Cynader, 1984; Reiter et al., 1986; Stryker and Harris, 1986; Reiter and Stryker, 1988) . Nonetheless, because NMDA receptors presumably are at least partially blocked at these sites, it would be surprising indeed if the absolute level of visual response was not reduced in many neurons (see, for example, Fox et al., 1989) . This fact does not detract from the significance of the present findings; the data clearly demonstrate that visual responses generated in the absence of sufficient NMDA receptor activation are not sufficient to induce changes in cortical OD.
The possibility remains that thepartial suppression ofvisually evoked activity caused by APV is alone responsible for the disruption of OD plasticity, irrespective of the NMDA receptor blockade. This hypothesis predicts that all manipulations which decrease cortical activity should yield similar results. Indeed, destruction of the facilitatory cholinergic and noradrenergic inputs leaves cortex resistant to the effects of MD (Bear and Singer, 1986) . However, unlike the effects of APV, destruction of the modulatory inputs has no discernible effect on orientation selectivity and does not produce a comparable lasting decrease in visual responsiveness. Likewise, the inactivation of all cortical activity (both pre-and postsynaptically) with intracortical tetrodotoxin prevents the OD shift after MD without affecting other response properties (Reiter et al., 1986) . Complete blockade of postsynaptic spike activity with an intracortical infusion of the GABA, agonist muscimol produces a shift of OD away from the experienced eye after MD (Reiter and Stryker, 1988) that resembles what we observed near the cannula after 2 d of APV infusion (Fig. 11) . However, unlike what we have observed with APV, Reiter and Stryker did not note a loss of selectivity after chronic muscimol treatment. They also did not find that infusion cannula. Their results are in close agreement with our own observations (illustrated in Fig. 10 ). These findings do not change the conclusion that APV still disrupts plasticity at sites 24 mm from the cannula where a normal percentage of neurons are visually responsive. Figure 12 . Analysis of the frequency of sampling single units in the striate cortex of saline-infused hemispheres (top), hemispheres infused with 5 mM APV (middle), and hemispheres infused with 50 mM APV (bottom). The distance between each successively recorded unit on each electrode track was assigned to one of nine 50-pm-wide bins. The histograms show the number of interunit intervals within these bins; n refers to the total number of intervals for each experimental group (intervals > 500 pm were not included). The distributions of interunit intervals do not differ significantly between these three groups.
sites were predominantly binocular at distances from the cannula where responses were only partially suppressed. Thus, it is not clear that all these results can be explained by the suppression of postsynaptic activity alone.
The despecification of visual receptive field properties after chronic APV infusion in kitten area 17 may be analogous to the effects reported by Cline et al. (1987) of APV applied to the optic tecta of tadpoles with a grafted supernumerary eye. Under the influence of normal visual experience, the retinal inputs to the tectum segregate into OD stripes similar to those observed in layer IV of striate cortex. The chronic application of APV to the surface of the tectum causes the retinal terminals to desegregate, an effect that is reversed upon removal of the APV. The authors have suggested that NMDA receptor activation is necessary for synaptic stabilization in this system. Similarly, there is recent evidence that NMDA receptor activation is a critical variable in the stabilization of the isthmotectal projection in Xenopus (Scherer and Udin, 1988 ) and the regenerating retinotectal projection in goldfish (Schmidt, 1988) . It is therefore possible that the loss of selectivity we observe in kitten striate cortex after APV is a consequence of the destabilization of immature excitatory connections.
Contribution of NMDA receptors to the mechanisms of visual cortical plasticity Figure 13 . The RQ index is plotted for hemispheres in which >20
units were visually classifiable. The control group includes the salineinfused hemispheres in kittens that were monocularly deprived (KBS167, 185, 186) or given binocular visual experience after MD (GBS1.4, 1.5).
The APV group includes the monocularly deprived kittens that were studied within 48 hr of the cessation of 50 mM APV infusion (Fig. 1B) . The group marked "Recovery" includes the 2 animals that were studied ~3 d after ending the APV infusion (see Fig. 1F ).
and Singer, 1982; FrCgnac and Imbert, 1984) . During binocular deprivation the afferents from both eyes are active, but this activity is unstructured "noise" and therefore is incapable of driving cortical neurons. Normally during MD, the afferents from the open eye are at a competitive advantage presumably because they convey temporally and spatially coherent patterns of activity. Hence, the APV effects we describe could be explained if chronic NMDA receptor blockade caused cortical neurons to "view" coherent input patterns as noise, Indeed, the voltage-dependent NMDA receptor mechanism is ideally suited to detect correlated input activity. acquisition of selectivity and visual responsiveness that normally results from light exposure after a period of dark rearing (Fig. 8) . Data from in vitro slice experiments also lend strong support to this hypothesis. Lasting increases in synaptic strength apparently cannot be induced by tetanic electrical stimulation in either the CA 1 subfield of the hippocampus (Collingridge et al., 1983; Harris et al., 1984) or the visual cortex of rats (Artola and Singer, 1987; Kimura et al., 1988) and kittens (Connors and Bear, 1988) when NMDA receptors are blocked. On the other hand, the application of NMDA to hippocampal slices can induce a form of synaptic potentiation that can last for 30 min or longer (Thibault et al., 1989) . The fact that one component of the inward current produced by NMDA is carried by CaZ+ has led to the hypothesis that the local postsynaptic elevation of [Ca2+] triggers the biochemical changes that lead to increased synaptic effectiveness. In support of this hypothesis, intracellular injection of the calcium chelator EGTA blocks the induction of LTP in CA1 pyramidal cells (Lynch et al., 1983) . Further, the intracellular release of Ca2+ from nitr-5 in CA1 pyramidal cells produces a long-lasting potentiation of synaptic transmission that is indistinguishable from LTP . Taken together, the data support the hypothesis that the calcium conductance mediated by the NMDA receptor plays a special role in strengthening synaptic relationships in the cortex. Because this conductance is voltagedependent, such a mechanism would fulfill the requirements of Hebb's famous postulate that synaptic strength increases when pre-and postsynaptic elements are concurrently active. What are the mechanisms which support the weakening and elimination of synaptic inputs in the striate cortex? The dramatic differences in the rate of synaptic weakening observed after MD and BD, for example, strongly suggest that sustained postsynaptic activation, perhaps above some threshold, normally promotes the rapid down-regulation of deprived inputs @tent, 1973; Singer et al., 1977; Rauschecker and Singer, 1979; Bienenstock et al., 1982; Bear et al., 1987; Greuel et al., 1988) . This mechanism has been termed "heterosynaptic depression," because the postsynaptic activity sustained by nondeprived afferents leads to the functional disconnection of deprived afferents. Although the precise nature of this voltage-dependent postsynaptic "punishment" signal is unknown, the present data suggest that it may also be sensitive to chronic NMDA receptor blockade.
A second mechanism of synaptic weakening is suggested by the observation of a "reverse" OD shift away from the more active eye when kittens are monocularly deprived as cortical neurons are inhibited with muscimol (Reiter and Stryker, 1988) . Assuming that this effect is not due to a disruption of cortical metabolism, these data suggest that whether or not a given pattern of input activity yields an increase or a decrease in synaptic strength depends critically on whether the target neuron is allowed to respond. Because the conductance of the NMDA receptor channel depends on the postsynaptic membrane potential, the NMDA receptor provides an ideal mechanism to perform this contingency matching operation. According to this line of reasoning, input activity leads to "homosynaptic depression" when the NMDA channel conductance falls below a certain threshold Bear, 1988) . Our finding of an OD bias away from the open eye in recordings near the APV infusion cannula (Fig. 11) is consistent with this hypothesis. Together, these considerations lead us to the following interpretation of the effects of chronic APV infusion. We propose, first, that the partial suppression of postsynaptic activity by APV interferes with the voltage-dependent mechanism of heterosynaptic depression.
This could account for the absence of an OD shift after MD during APV infusion.
Second, we propose that APV infusion disrupts the ongoing processes of synaptic strengthening and consolidation. This could account for the loss of selectivity and response vigor, as well as for the ineffectiveness of monocular visual experience after dark rearing or RS, during APV infusion.
Third, we propose that close to the infusion cannula, where NMDA receptors are rendered completely ineffective and postsynaptic activity is low, then presynaptic input activity alone produces a form of homosynaptic depression. This interpretation can account for the OD bias away from the more active eye in recordings near the APV cannula, as well as the effects of intracortical muscimol infusion (Reiter and Stryker, 1988) .
The search for the molecular mechanisms of experience-dependent synaptic modifications in the visual cortex has narrowed considerably in the last 15 years (Stent, 1973; Singer, , 1989 Bear, 1988) . We now have theoretical and experimental (Artola and Singer, 1987; Kleinschmidt et al., 1987; Kimura et al., 1988; Gu et al., 1989; present results) support for the hypothesis that NMDA receptors play a direct role in the consolidation of at least some excitatory synaptic relationships during postnatal cortical development, and possibly an indirect role in the mechanisms subserving synaptic elimination.
As more is learned about the specific mechanisms of synaptic excitation and inhibition in the developing striate cortex, it should be possible to refine these working hypotheses further.
